ARMADURA I
Polyester Scrim for Reinforcing Liquid Coatings

DESCRIPTION

APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS

ARMADURA I is a polyester scrim armor, designed to
increase strength and durability of waterproofing and
protective coatings, such as TIKIDAN REVESTIDAN,
TIKIDAN TIKI AQUASEAL, TIKIDAN DANOCRET and
other range of waterproofing and protective coatings.





ADVANTAGES




Excellent tensile strength
Crack resistant and good flexibility
Imparts strength to liquid coatings enhancing its
durability.

USES
ARMADURA I is use for
 Reinforcing and imparting additional strength to
liquid applied waterproofing / protective coatings.
 Reinforcing layer in joints and cracks, as repair
before applying the coating.






While first coat of liquid waterproofing / protective
coating is still wet, spread required gsm of
ARMADURA I as reinforcing layer on first coating
layer and embed, while maintaining overlap of
5cm at seams.
Cover ARMADURA I reinforcing layer with second
application of liquid coating.
Avoid wrinkling in ARMADURA I reinforcing layer
while embedding between two applications of
liquid coating.
Do not unroll more than 2m in vertical application.
Ensure that reinforcing fabric is cut to required
size using sharp instrument, thus avoiding damage
or tears in the product.

PACKING
ARMADURA I is supplied in roll form of standard size.

PROPERTIES OF THE PRODUCT
Properties
Units
ARMADURA IP 20
Gsm
g/m2
18 to 23
Thickness
mm
0.12 to 0.14
Tensile Strength, MD
N/5cm
40 to 50
Tensile Strength, CD
N/5cm
25 to 35
Elongation, MD
%
15 to 25
Elongation, CD
%
15 to 20
Tear Resistance, MD
N
3 to 8
Tear Resistance, CD
N
3 to 8
Size
m
1.6m x 1000m
MD ‐ Machine Direction, CD ‐ Cross Direction

ARMADURA IP 34
32 to 37
0.15 to 0.18
65 to 75
25 to 35
20 to 30
30 to 40
‐‐‐‐
12‐16
1.6m x 500m

ARMADURA IP 40
38 to 43
0.25 to 0.28
90 to 100
70 to 80
20 to 30
15 to 25
8 to 12
8 to 12
1.6m x 500m

ARMADURA IC 40
38 to 43
0.42 to 0.48
150 to 165
30 to 40
15 to 30
60 to 130
‐‐‐‐
‐‐‐‐
1.6m x 500m

Test Methods
ERT 40.3‐‐90
ERT 30.5‐‐89
ERT 20.2‐‐89
ERT 20.2‐‐89
ERT 20.2‐‐89
ERT 20.2‐‐89
‐‐‐‐
EDANA 70.4 ‐ 99
‐‐‐‐
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Disclaimer: TIKI TAR DANOSA warrants that each of its products will be manufactured in accordance with the specifications in effect on the date of
manufacture. While TIKI TAR DANOSA endeavors to ensure that information given herein is correct to the best of our knowledge, it cannot, because it has no
direct or continuous control over where or how its products are applied, accept any liability either directly or indirectly arising from the use of its products,
whether or not in accordance with any advice, specification, recommendation of information given by it. We recommend that adequate tests be performed by
you to determine if this product meet all of your requirements.
Note: Properties subject to change as per specific requirement. Field service where provided does not constitute supervisory responsibility. Suggestions made
by TIKIDAN either orally or in writing may be followed, modified or rejected by the owner, engineer or contractor since they, and not TIKIDAN, are responsible
for carrying out procedures appropriate to a specific application. TIKIDAN reserves the right to amend the composition of its material and consequently their
prices, without prior notice. For this reason, all orders will be accepted only in accordance with the conditions and technical specifications in force at the date
of order.

TIKITAR DANOSA (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
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